Safe Deposit Boxes & Lockers

Whether you’re building a new vault, matching existing safe deposit boxes, or you require special size boxes to fill out your vault. With over 50 years experience, our engineers are experts in matching not only the lock, but also all the characteristics of the existing boxes in your vault, Collier can satisfy your needs.

**HDX** - Safe deposit boxes are made with 1/2” doors finished in 18 gauge 402 stainless steel. The sides and shelves are constructed with 12 gauge steel and are available with any UL listed SDB lock. The doors are number using silver bezels with black on gold numbers. The box is painted Graphite Black with a Sherwin-Williams polyurethane enamel. Each section 32 5/8” wide, the industry standard dimensions, allow you to more easily match existing safe deposit boxes. (HDX shown right & left)

**EXP** - Safe deposit boxes are made with 1/2” solid polished T-6 aluminum alloy doors. The sides and shelves are constructed with 12 gauge steel and are available with any UL listed SDB lock. The box is painted Graphite Black with a Sherwin-Williams polyurethane enamel. The section 32 5/8” wide, the industry standard dimensions, allow you to more easily match existing safe deposit boxes.

**SDX** - Safe deposit boxes are made with 1/2” solid polished T-6 aluminum alloy doors. The sides are 1/4” steel and shelves are constructed with 12 gauge steel. The sections are completely customizable and are available in modular (32 5/8” wide) design as well. Available with any UL listed SDB lock. The box is painted Profile Grey with a Sherwin-Williams polyurethane enamel.

**SDL** - The SDL type locker has 1/2” solid polished T-6 aluminum alloy doors. It is constructed with 1/4” steel walls, 1/8” steel shelves, and can be fitted with various key and combination locks. The solid alloy doors are low maintenance, more secure, and lightweight. The SDL lockers are suitable for storage of teller cash trays, coin, bulk cash, etc… The box is painted Profile Grey with a Sherwin-Williams polyurethane enamel.

**SSL** - The SSL type locker has a 1/2” stainless steel finished door. It is constructed with 1/4” steel walls, 1/8” steel shelves, and can be fitted with various key and combination locks. Available with any UL listed SDB lock. The stainless steel doors are very low maintenance, secure, and lightweight. The SSL lockers are suitable for storage of teller cash trays, coin, bulk cash, etc… The box is painted Graphite Black with a Sherwin-Williams polyurethane enamel.

All Safe Deposit Boxes and Lockers are available with customer colors and matched guard keys. All of our boxes and lockers made in Odessa, FL (United States of America.)